Student Engagement Matrix
Five Levels of Engagement
Aspects

Significantly
Disengaged

Partly
Disengaged

Moderately
Engaged

Very
Engaged

Extremely
Engaged

Dimension 1: Wellbeing
Emotional
condition
Physical
condition

Appears to be anxious,
very unhappy or edgy

Appears to be unhappy
some of the time

Appears to be moderately
happy and optimistic

Appears to be happy,
relaxed and optimistic

Is often unwell

Has limited vitality and
enthusiasm

His/her energy levels are
variable

Generally has high
energy levels

Lacks confidence

Had little self belief and
confidence

Sometimes shows
confidence and belief in
her/himself

Mostly shows belief and
confidence in him/herself

Almost always shows
belief and confidence in
her/himself

Struggles to control
behaviours and
emotional; easily loses
temper

Generally controls
behaviours and emotions
most of the time

Almost always displays
self-control

Never loses self-control in
difficult situations; thinks
before acting

Struggles with setting
goal

Shows moderate control
of emotions and
behaviours in some
situations; sometimes
acts impulsively
Goals are small and
short-term

Can set short and limited
longer term goals

Sets short and long term
goals

Set appropriate and
achievable long and
short-term goals

Generally unable to adapt
to changed situations

Has limited ability to
handle change

Can respond to changes
that are personally
desired

Positively deals with
changes

Engages with changes in
a active and positive
manner

Needs considerable
support to get organised

Requires some support to
get organised

Moderately well
organised

Mostly well organised

Very well organised

Is nearly always open to
others and relates very
well with a wide range of
people
Very cooperative with
others and supportive of
them

Confidence

Locus of
control

Goal-setting
Dealing with
change
Organisation

Appears to be happy
most of the time and may
be able to cheer up
others
Is very vibrant and highly
energetic

Dimension 2: Relationships
Is withdrawn from others

Connects with a small
group of peers with
similar life views

Has connections to a
small group of peers with
a range of life views

Usually open and
engages with many other
people

Is disruptive and
uncooperative or very
passive

At times disruptive and
uncooperative or passive

Generally cooperates
with others, but is
occasionally disruptive

Generally cooperates
with other

Generally unable to
empathise with others

Shows limited ability to
empathise with others

Shows some empathy for
others

Able to empathise with
others viewpoints

Very empathetic and
respectful of others views

Peer
connections

Cooperation

Empathy

Dimensions 3: Involvement in Learning
Attention and
memory

Participation
in learning
Literacy and
numeracy
levels

Has short attention span
and difficulty
remembering instructions
and concepts
Doesn’t attend school or
walks out of classes

Sometimes forgets
instructions and concepts

Usually remembers
instructions and concepts

Is almost always attentive

Always attentive and able
to complete tasks without
additional help

Complies minimally with
learning and instruction

Completes work in most
fields, but may need extra
time

Actively engages with
learning and completes
all tasks

Has low levels of
literacy/numeracy

Struggles with
literacy/numeracy for
basic daily tasks

Can manage challenges
with support

Gives up easily

At times is easily
overwhelmed by
challenges

Can use
literacy/numeracy to
achieve most ageappropriate tasks
Can manage challenges
with support

Actively engages with
learning, often going
beyond the set task to
explore further
Manages many
challenges by him/herself

Manages many
challenges by him/herself

Enjoys challenges in
many fields

Avoids answering
questions and may
provide irrelevant talk

Responds to some
questions in her/his field
of interest

Answers and may pose
some relevant questions

Contributes actively to
class discussions

May lead peer group in
class discussions and
debate

May destroy own work

Appears to gain little
satisfaction from own
work

Gains some satisfaction
from own work

Gains considerable
satisfaction from own
work

Celebrates own work and
achievements

Does not accept
feedback

Has limited capacity to
accept feedback

Shows some capacity for
accepting feedback

Generally accepts
feedback

Accepts and values
feedback

Resilience
Class
participation
Satisfaction
in work
Dealing with
feedback
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